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Poetry Lyrics 
 
CRADLED CREATOR 
by Nathan Ferreira 
 
Father God, Alpha and Omega 
Infinite-cradler of time. 
Reached into our time-stream with a scarlet thread. 
Stitched words through generations. 
A tapestry of an innocent Lamb stained red. 
 
Words sung by the crowned giant-slayer Shepard 
Surrounded, distressed, anguished, crushed, neglected. 
The royalty even greater than he would not forget us. 
 
Words of guidance to a people astray. 
Isaiah spoke of the Son, the shoot, the rejected, binder of the brokenhearted. 
The great light to shine the way. 
 
Words of wisdom wrought and rung reached pagan Babylon. 
Daniel the incombustible granted vision of past and present freedom. 
 
Wonderful everlasting Father, Heavenly might, 
The prophesied, arrived in the form of a child. 
Christ child. 
The incarnate opposite to fear forced to flee. 
Political refugees with a swaddled cuddled revolutionary. 
 
Wise bow before him, divine messengers sing, 
Prophesied in the skies, stars mapped by magi alined. 
Extragalactic jewel in the crown of the heavenly King. 
 
What better way to demonstrate His intension 
Than to become what we are to Him. 
Children. 

See the video at belmont.org/gallery 
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Mary sandwiched between impossible humility and the Author of Creation. 
Looking down her hands held redemption 
One bloodied day He’d look down and grant her a new son. 
 
That journey, those steps, the first few since the garden. 
In another garden blood formed tears, 
reviewing eternally conceived procedures to save them 
His outreached hands the meeting place of farthest east and furthest west. 
In death separation torn. An eternal intimacy born. 
 
Wanderers now wonder. 
Belonging no longer corralled, but created. 
Lineage rewritten, family trees of all kinds grafted to the vine 
So we may bear His fruit, with our branches. 
 
Broken outcasts offered a seat at His table. 
Invited in rags when the dress code was glory. 
His bread, body broken, passed and partaken 
An international, multiracial family. 
Everyday unruly guests treated lavishly. 
 
Displaced mankind empowered, encouraged to clear landing strips for the Kingdom. 
No longer foreign, and no not drunk, a new tongue given to us. 
Marked individuals who carry the reality of Christ’s death. 
Disciples with an awareness of mortality, Christ’s strength. 
 
He placed a floor in our endless depths, 
That we may no longer fall when we misplace our steps. 
That even through the fall, there was no cheating back door. 
He stormed the fence. 
 
Relentless Shepard that searches even when we run. 
For He has now called us sons, children of God, adopted, welcomed. 
 
The Cornerstone for the rejected. 
The Comforter for the troubled and weak. 
Intimacy greater than any marital bond He seeks. 
 
We’re caked with grime but He sees us clean. 
Washes our feet and holds our filthy heads so He can kiss our cheeks. 
 
The Creator reached down past the vastness of His mastery, 
Deeper still into a cursed and fallen me. 
So we can be held like He was. 
Just so He can say 
He loves us. 


